Abstract. Basic storage and querying of RDF data using a relational database can be done in a very simple manner. Such approach can run into trouble when used on large and complex data. This paper presents such data and several sample queries together with analysis of their performance. It also describes two possible ways of improving the performance based on this analysis.
Introduction
The RDF [2] is a key part of the Semantic Web. It defines the format and semantics of such data but does not provide query capabilities. Several query languages have been created or modified to support RDF querying. One of the languages is SPARQL [5] . We have created an experimental implementation of SPARQL.
We used a straightforward way of storing RDF data in a relational database. This allowed us to evaluate SPARQL queries by translating them to SQL queries. Although it worked nicely for small or simple RDF data, we suspected that evaluation times may turn bad with large and complex data. We have been able to obtain such data [4] .
Experiments, RDF indexes and statistics
The data is complex. The RDFS schema consists of 226 classes and 1898 properties and contains 26 million tripes.
Simple test queries showed that no SPARQL feature creates a bottleneck of the system. But when the features were combined in complex queries the performance decreased greatly. After examining the execution plans of the queries, we came up with a possible explanation for this undesirable behavior. The SQL optimizer makes wrong assumptions about the size of the intermediate data produced during the evaluation of the query.
Major weakness of our system is the fact that for every triple used in the query one table join is added to the result SQL query. This means that a more complex SPARQL query is evaluated using many joins that are usually expensive because large sets are being joined.
We designed a so called RDF indexes to overcome this problem. An RDF index is a pre-evaluated SPARQL query and the result of the evaluation is stored inside the database to speed up evaluation of similar queries. Experiments have shown that the RDF indexes improve the performance of the query evaluation.
The Oracle database contains a general way of collecting statistics about the data they contain. But the RDF data have several characteristics that can be used to gather more precise statistics. For instance the system can store precise number of triples for each predicate. This information could be used to help the optimizer build better execution plans via Oracle SQL hints. We plan to implement this function in the future.
Conclusion
Large and complex RDF data are not yet widely available. Although large data such as WordNet or DBLP libraries are available [6], their structure is simple. WordNet is commonly used to test performance of RDF databases, for instance in [3] . We feel that the real data of the Semantic Web will be more complex.
The complex data we used in out tests helped us develop two methods of improving the query performance. The methods are in very early stage of development and should be compared to other systems like Sesame [1] . We used much more complex data and encountered problems that would not show up if tests were run on simple data even if the data was very large. This led us to development of two methods of fighting the problems. We implemented one of the methods and measurements confirmed that it has the desired impact on query evaluation performance.
